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T  Feathered Friends of the Lowcountry
Can’t tell an egret from a heron?  Curious about the birds in your yard? 
Wonder why you see some birds sitting with their wings spread out? 
Don’t know a red-bellied from a red-headed woodpecker? Come 
to this program designed to give you an overview of some of the 
common birds seen in the Lowcountry. 

Carol Clemons is an active member of the Audubon Society, a 
volunteer docent for the Coastal Discovery Museum, and a graduate 
of the Lowcountry Master Naturalist program.

One Session: 10 AM to 12 Noon, Monday: October 12
The Seabrook (Off Pope Avenue.) 

Dear Colleagues in learning,
We hope you enjoy the Fall 2015 catalog and will sign up for as many courses as you like.  There 

should be something for everyone in this eclectic mix.  There are a number of interesting courses 
this semester such as “The Automotive Industry:  A Big Picture,” “Waterways Excursions,” Ishmael 
– A Philosophical Novel,” and “Shall We Dance?  The Sequel.”  In all, there are twenty-six courses 
this semester.

It is time to renew your LLHHI membership. The membership fee is $40 and the registration fee 
for fall is $45. Please check the registration form at the back of the catalog to see how you can pay 
by check or credit card. For limited classes, use our web site to register immediately.  Registration 
by mail will take longer.

We are always looking for new members, so bring a friend to one of your classes and encourage 
your guest to join.  Enjoy your classes and thanks for being a loyal member!!

Sincerely,
Judie Van Cleave, President

P.S. We now have a Facebook page where you can keep up to date with highlights of 
classes and important information. Please join us there and share your ideas. Check us 
out and be sure to check the “like” box. www.Facebook.com/Lifelonglearninghhi

2 Mondays

Mondays



3Mondays

Mondays

T  Crude Oil: Transport by Rail or Pipeline? Keystone XL or 
“Bomb Trains?”
Four recent train derailments involved “exploding” tank cars of crude 
oil, including a Canadian accident that took forty-seven lives. New 
Federal train safety regulations have been pending for almost two 
years. Congress passed legislation authorizing the Keystone pipeline 
but the President vetoed it.

As the U.S. strives for energy independence, a big problem exists:  
How to move the vast amounts of crude oil extracted by hydraulic fracturing from America’s interior 
to its coastal refineries safely?

This session considers multiple facets of the problem: technology, foreign policy, the role of 
government, and domestic politics. We may even design a new tank car!

Jay Finch is a retired executive from the natural gas/chemical/plastics industry. He has recently 
presented a class on U.S. Energy Independence.

One Session: 10 AM to 12 Noon, Monday, October 26  
TidePointe (Second right off Point Comfort Road.)

T Waterways Excursion
This two-hour cruise follows a leisurely path through Pinckney National Wildlife Refuge on Mackay 
Creek. On board, a naturalist will guide you through the beautiful salt-marsh landscape and introduce 
you to the ecology and wildlife that surrounds us. As the boat enters majestic Port Royal Sound, we 
learn our Island’s rich history of providing rice, indigo, cotton, and oysters, and how those industries 
formed the landscape we see today.

There is a $35 per person charge for this adventure. Reservations are mandatory with a 
limit of 20 (Adults only, please). Include your payment as part of your normal class fees on line 
or with your mail-in registration form.

This excursion is provided by Tammy Jane Tours.
One Session: 9:00 AM to 11:00 AM, Monday, October 5

Participants should be at the dock at Hudson’s Seafood Restaurant at least  
fifteen minutes before our scheduled 9:00 AM departure.



T Synchronicity:  It’s No Accident
Synchronicity is a word that was concocted by Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung over a century ago to 
describe the inexplicable coincidences of events that are personally perceived yet never explained. For 
example: Have you ever wondered when you learned a word for the first time why, five minutes later, 
you heard it used on the radio; or the strangeness of meeting someone who turns out to be a good 
friend of a friend of yours; or, having visited an obscure historical monument, seeing it discussed on 
television that very evening.

If you find this concept intriguing, then this course is for you. We won’t attempt to explain the whys and 
wherefores, but we will discuss everyone’s experiences, as well as their theories as to why they happen. 

T Shall We Dance? The Sequel
Yes, there is more to watch from Fred and Ginger, Gene 
Kelly, Bob Fosse, Cyd Charisse, Baryshnikov, and a host 
of others. Shall We Dance? The Sequel is a continuation 
of the class that highlighted the illustrious history of 
great dance moments captured on film. The viewer 
will enjoy more iconic dance sequences from the world 
of Broadway and movie musicals, ballet, ballroom, 
Bollywood, and breakdance. There may even be an 
animated tapping penguin or twirling hippo. 

Come and enjoy those dancing feet… again!

Michelle Audet is a professional arts 
educator and frequent host of dance and arts 
programs for LLHHI. She was the Founding 
Director of Education for New York City Ballet 
where George Balanchine, Lincoln Kirstein, 
and Jerome Robbins mentored her. 
Three Sessions: 1:30 to 3:30 PM, 
Mondays: October 5, 12, and 19   
The Cypress, Hilton Head Plantation,  
20 Lady Slipper Lane. (Use the back gate 
at the end of Squire Pope Road.)

Gene Youtz spent fifty years in publishing and printing in the Washington DC area, working with major 
corporations, nonprofits, and government. For the past twelve years he has produced The Newslessletter, 

an internet publication with articles that range from the Secret Service to synchronicity.

Two Sessions: 1:30 to 3:30 PM, Mondays: November 2 and 9 • The Seabrook (Off Pope Avenue.) 

T  The Automotive Industry—A Big Picture
We all think we know a little about cars. After all, America has had a love affair with them. Come listen to 
two former industry executives who know a LOT, as they discuss the design, manufacture, distribution, 
and sales of cars and trucks. The first session will focus on the domestic industry, and the second session 
on the foreign market, in a business which epitomizes globalization.

Bill Bender has forty years of experience with GM and its affiliated companies. He has detailed knowledge 
of the tiered supply networks to GM assembly plants, foreign and domestic. Kim Mason has extensive sales, 

distribution, and dealer network management experience with Cadillac and other GM units.

Two Sessions: 10 AM to 11 AM, Mondays: November 2 and 9  
TidePointe (Second right off Point Comfort Road.)

Mondays



5Mondays & tuesdays

Mondays
T Ishmael—a Philosophical Novel

T  What We Wore—Home-Based Cloth Production Prior to the 
Industrial Revolution 

The novel begins with a newspaper ad: “TEACHER seeks pupil[s]. Must have an earnest desire to save 
the world. Apply in person.” Our narrator answers the ad only to find his “teacher” is a West African 
gorilla named Ishmael who communicates telepathically.

For decades, the award-winning novel Ishmael, by Daniel Quinn, has appeared in classrooms -- 
with students ranging from the sixth grade to graduate school -- for instruction in anthropology, 
archaeology, biology, ecology, economics, geography, history, literature, philosophy, political science, 
psychology, sociology and zoology. Bob Nelander now proudly brings this eight-hundred-pound 
gorilla to Lifelong Learning of Hilton Head Island.

This “literature” course requires two books, Ishmael, (Bantam 1992), and the sequel My Ishmael, 
(Bantam 1997). Read the first half of the first book before the first class.

This class will explore how clothing, fabric, and other textiles were produced in the home in Western 
cultures prior to the Industrial Revolution. Topics explored include types of fibers used including 
wool, cotton, linen from flax, and hemp.  The animals and plants from which these were derived will 
be discussed; however, there will be a primary focus on fibers from animals. There will be spinning, 
knitting, and weaving demonstrations. 

Bob Nelander holds degrees in literature and journalism. He has previously enlightened and 
entertained us with classes on the short stories of Kurt Vonnegut, Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn, 

and Joseph Heller’s Catch 22.

Six Sessions: 1:30 to 3:30 PM, Mondays: October 5, 12, and 19 and November 2, 9, and 16
Hilton Head Library, (Small Conference Room.) Class Limit: 15

Wendy Avery is an experienced knitter, spinner, and writer.  She has always been interested in textiles as 
craft and art. She states, “I enjoyed embroidery and sewing as a child and needlepoint and weaving as a 

young adult. Currently I am primarily a knitter, although I learned to spin six years ago, and this stimulated 
my interest in learning where fiber comes from and how it is sourced.”  

Two Sessions: 10 AM to 12 Noon. Tuesdays: October 6 and 13  •  The Seabrook (Off Pope Avenue.) 

tuesdays



6 tuesdays

tuesdays
T Constitutional Issues and the Supreme Court

T Wall Street Week with Bill Dix

OYEZ! OYEZ! The Supreme Court of Hilton Head is once again to be called into session. We will explore 
some of the controversial Constitutional issues the Supreme Court has and is considering.  

October 20 - We will examine how “the free exercise of religion” clause of the Constitution has evolved 
and how the Roberts Court has expanded its application.

October 27 - We will explore the limitations of “freedom of speech” provisions of the First Amendment 
and consider how as a society we would address the Charlie Hebdo shooting in Paris situation.

November 3 - We will analyze some of the Court decisions dealing with education and how they have 
shaped and continue to shape the American educational system.

November 10 - We will scrutinize the concept of the Imperial Presidency and specifically focus on the 
role of the President in determining immigration policy. 

Charlie Sanders will present historical and judicial precedents in each of the areas identified and lead a 
class discussion of the various topics. Participation in class is optional. (Thinking is not.) So Justices, join 
the deliberations.

Based on the once popular TV program “Wall Street Week with Louis Rukeyser,” Bill Dix will lead a 
weekly discussion of the current stock market and how foreign and domestic events are producing a 
series of exaggerated ups and downs in the market.  In addition, guests representing leading financial 
institutions will share their thoughts on the long-term direction of the market, while providing 
guidance to senior investors who need income without undue risk of principal.

Bill’s classes tend to be very informal and individual thoughts are both welcomed and encouraged.

This is Charlie Sander’s eighth class for LLHHI.  He is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania Law 
School and practiced law in New York. 

Four Sessions: 10 AM to 12 Noon, Tuesdays • The Seabrook (Off Pope Avenue.) 

Bill Dix worked thirty-three years on Wall Street as a Senior Vice President with Smith Barney.  Since 
retiring to Hilton Head in 1995, Bill has taught many classes for LLHHI ranging from investing to moving 

to a retirement community.

Four One-Hour Sessions: 11 AM to 12 Noon, Tuesday, October 6, 13, 20, and 27
Hilton Head Library, (Small Conference Room.) Class Limit: 20



7tuesdays

tuesdays
T Brain Boosters

T  The Purple Angel Project: Creating a Dementia-Friendly 
Community

   
With up to five-hundred trillion synaptic connections, your brain is easily the most powerful machine 
in the world. These connections are what create your thoughts, drive your emotions, and control your 
behavior.  Your brain is constantly changing through a process known as brain plasticity.  And you can 
take advantage of this process to improve and enhance your brain’s jaw-dropping powers at any age.

Cathee Stegall will teach you how to sharpen your focus, stop worrying and become a flexible thinker. 
You’ll learn the do’s and don’ts of protecting your brain and how to recognize what is normal aging 
and when to see a doctor.  She’ll reveal stress busting, and relaxation techniques, and the importance 
of nutrition.  

  

The Purple Angel Project is an international movement to create 
“dementia-friendly” communities across the globe.  A silver tsunami is 
heading our way as one in eight Baby Boomers in the U.S. will fall victim 
to dementia.  

How can we ensure that those with dementia feel safe and supported in 
their community?  How can we tackle the stigma and isolation associated 
with dementia?  This class will not only explore these issues, it will also teach how to better understand 
those afflicted, how to communicate more effectively, and how to deal with the complex behavioral 
issues associated with many forms of dementia.

Cathee Stegall is a program coordinator at Memory Matters, a Center of Excellence in Dementia Care.  
She is certified by the Alzheimer’s Foundation of America as a Qualified Dementia Care Professional.  

One Session: 1:30 to 3:30 PM. Tuesday, October 20
TidePointe (Second right off Point Comfort Road.)

Daniel Lentz is Program Director at Memory Matters.   He is also a Qualified Dementia Care Professional, 
certified by the Alzheimer’s Foundation of America.

One Session: 1:30 to 3:30 PM. Tuesday, October 27
TidePointe (Second right off Point Comfort Road.)



8 Wednesdays

Wednesdays 

T Hilton Head History

T Valiant Effort: The Iran Hostage Rescue

Join Lou Benfante for two fascinating sessions revealing a part of Hilton Head’s early history.

October 21: Mitchelville - During the Civil War, Mitchelville, the first self-governing Freedmen’s town, 
was established on Hilton Head Island. This session will provide the historical background and the 
reasons Mitchelville should be remembered.

October 28: The Gullah People of South Carolina - Where did they come from?  How did they 
manage to preserve their language and culture until today? What steps are being taken to ensure that 
this continues?

Retired Air Force Colonel Rod Lenahan will relate his personal involvement in the United States’ 
attempt to rescue American citizens held hostage in Iran (1979-1981).  You will learn of the early efforts 
to build a meaningful capability to attempt the rescue, and the evolution of today’s U.S. Special 
Operation Forces.

Lou Benfante is President and History Department Chairman of The Heritage Library.
Two Sessions: 1:30 to 3:30 PM, Wednesdays • TidePointe (Second right off Point Comfort Road.)

Rod Lenahan’s Air Force assignments included Bomber, Reconnaissance, and Special Operations units.  
He retired from the military as Director of Intelligence for the Air Force Special Operations Command.

One Session: 1:30 to 3:30 PM, Wednesday, October 14
TidePointe (Second right off Point Comfort Road.)

T Current Events
Join our open forum where current events—local, national, and global—are discussed in an 
unstructured setting.  Class members are advised of the topics for the first session, and thereafter 
choose the subjects themselves.  Participants will be expected to do some reading in preparation for 
each session and to join in the group discussions.  The object is to air all sides of an issue.  As always, 
contrarian and controversial points of view are welcome!   

Rick Anderson is a retired psychiatrist who practiced in Baltimore until his retirement to Hilton Head in 
1999. He is a liberal.  Jim Van Cleave is a thirty-seven-year veteran of Proctor & Gamble in marketing. 

He presents classic films for LLHHI and is a conservative.

Six Sessions: 10 AM to 12 Noon on Wednesday: October 7, 14, 21, 28, and Nov. 4 and 11
Heritage Library, 853 William Hilton Parkway, Second Floor 

(Formerly Harbourside Community Bank. Next to Hargray.) Class Limit: 25



T  The Archaeological and Geological History of Our Island
Want to learn about when Hilton Head Island was under the sea and 
giant sharks dropped their teeth, which we now find as fossils?  You 
will also discover how the island evolved over geological time, and 
which Native American cultures lived on the Island and across the 
Southeastern United States.  This course presents a timeline that spans 
millions of years, but will focus on some of the major classes of fossils 
and artifacts that are found on the island.  Approximately one third of 
the course will focus on the geological aspects, and two thirds will focus on Native American lifeways 
and artifacts from approximately 12,000 BC until European contact in the 16th Century.  In addition to 
slides of archaeological excavations, artifacts, and skeletal remains, some real objects will be available 
for examination by the class.

Dr. Rex Garniewicz is the President and CEO of the Coastal Discovery Museum at Honey Horn. Most 
recently he served as Deputy Director at the San Diego Museum of Man.

One Session: 2:30 to 4:30 PM, Wednesday, November 11 

The Coastal Discovery Museum at Honey Horn, (Heading onto the island on 278, turn right on 
Gumtree Road. Going off the island turn left on Gumtree. Take the first right on to Honey Horn Drive.)

T Codes and Code Breakers
For millennia, there has been a seesaw battle between code makers (coders) and code breakers.  
Coders hide secrets.  Codebreakers uncover these secrets. Each advancement by one side is eventually 
overtaken by progress on the other side. 

This course will concentrate on the history of coding and on coding’s effect on history.  Different types 
of codes, and how they are broken, will be presented in layman’s terms.  You will also see some of the 
tactics that coders use to confuse codebreakers, as well as tactics that codebreakers use to hide that 
they have broken a code.  Historical examples will be presented, with particular emphasis on the two 
World Wars.

Dr. Paul Weiss is a retired physician with a longstanding interest in mathematics and 
mathematical puzzles.

Three Sessions: 10 AM to 12 Noon, Thursdays: October 15, 22, and 29
TidePointe (Second right off Point Comfort Road.)

9Wednesdays & thursdays

Wednesdays 

thursdays



10 thursdays

thursdays

T Palmetto Bluff and the Turpentine Industry
Moonshiners weren’t the only ones with stills in the woods of Beaufort County. The still just off of 
Camp Eight Road at Palmetto Bluff was part of a turpentine camp, an industry that once dominated 
the economy of the South. At its peak in 1910, over eight million acres of southern forests were used 
in the production of rosin and turpentine.  

Find out how this economy developed, how the process worked, and what the terms “cat face,” 
“Herty cup” and “rosin potato” mean.  You’ll never look at a pine tree or that old bottle of turpentine 
the same way again.  

Mary Socci developed an interest in archaeology while she was an undergraduate at Princeton 
University. She went on to Yale University where she received her master’s degree and her doctorate. 
She has worked on archaeological sites in Belize, Israel, New York, and South Carolina. She has been 

Palmetto Bluff’s archaeologist since 2004.

One Session: 10 AM to 12 Noon, Thursday, November 12
TidePointe (Second right off Point Comfort Road.)

T The Fifth Annual Andy Greenstein Lecture
LLHHI is proud to present this annual lecture honoring the memory of our first president and his 
dedication to an informed conversation on important contemporary issues.

In Search of a National Grand Strategy

Join Mark Mykleby as he explores the policy options the U.S. faces in the twenty-
first century as we strive to maintain our competitive advantage in a deeply inter-
connected global system. Mark believes this will mean investing less in defense 
and more in education, health, and social services for America’s youth. It also 
means ensuring our security at home and where our interests are genuinely at risk. 
And finally, it means developing a plan for the sustainable access to the natural resources we need for 
continued growth and prosperity.

Mark Mykleby is a graduate of the United States Naval Academy. He served with distinction in the 
Marine Corps from 1987 to 2011. In his last assignment, he served as special assistant to the Chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff.  In that capacity he co-authored A National Strategic Narrative, a concept and 

vision for a twenty-first century strategy for the nation. Mark is currently a senior fellow at the  
New America Foundation.

One Session: 10 AM to 12 Noon, Thursday, October 8 • The Seabrook (Off Pope Avenue.) 



11thursdays

thursdays

T An Invitation to Read and Write Poetry

T Let’s Get Physical

As we read and write poetry, we will attempt to capture, to hear, and to feel the sounds and rhythms 
of the elegant and engaging language of poetry.

We will try some of the standard devices and techniques used by successful poets, remembering that 
in poetry we search to express the known and the inexpressible in new ways. There is no rule book.

We hope to become inspired and instructed by sharing our poetry, both the unique and the universal.

LLHHI is excited to offer a course in strength and flexibility training for our members.

Your instructors feel strongly that mind and body exercises are essential to staying active both 
mentally and physically. Strengthening exercises, when done properly and through the full range of 
motion, increases a person’s flexibility and balance, which decreases the likelihood and severity of falls 
by as much as forty percent.  

Audre Allison taught creative writing for thirty years and was part of extensive research into the 
processes of reading and writing.  As a teacher, Audre held annual poetry festivals, wrote and taught 

poetry, and for years conducted writing workshops. 

Four Sessions: 1:30 to 3:30 PM, Thursday, October 1, Friday, October 9, and Thursday, 
October 15 and 22

Port Royal Plantation Beach House, (Give your name to the guard at the main gate, then proceed 
on Coggins Point Road to the end. Turn right on South Port Royal Drive. The Beach House is one block 

on the left.) Class Limit: 15

Stacey Saritelli is fitness director at Breakthrough Fitness on Hilton Head. She is an ACE/AFPA personal 
trainer who specializes in strength training and lifestyle weight management.

 She will be assisted by Dr. Jerri Perkins, who has taught several popular yoga classes for LLHHI.

Four One Hour Sessions: 3:00 to 4:00 PM, Thursdays: October 22, 29, and November 5 and 12
Breakthrough Fitness, 130 Arrow Road (Between Target Road and Dunnegan’s Alley) Class Limit: 15



12 Fridays

Fridays 
T  Great Decisions

Join Dr. Isam Sakati for another stimulating session of Great Decisions covering four diverse topics.

October 9: U.S. Policy Toward Africa - Africa is in the midst of an unprecedented transformation. The 
continent is home to some of the fastest-growing economies in the world, and it’s become a draw for 
foreign investors. However, after President Obama was elected in 2008, the realization set in that he 
wasn’t going to overturn, or even prioritize, U.S./African policy.  Still, the U.S. has promised to promote 
“strong institutions, not strong men,” and to favor good governance and healthy economies over 
profit. How can U.S. policy live up to its promise and values while securing its interests in the region?

October 16: Syria’s Refugee Crisis - Syrians have for a century welcomed over a million refugees 
from Armenia, Palestine, Iraq, and other countries around the region. Now, thanks to a multiyear civil 
war, they are on track to become the source of the world’s largest refugee population. As Jordan, 
Lebanon, Turkey, and other neighbors strive to accommodate the millions of Syrians, the risk of 
allowing the refugees to become dependent on emergency aid and forming a “lost generation” 
remains. 

October 23: Human Trafficking in the 21st Century - Human trafficking represents a multibillion 
dollar indutstry in international trade per annum and continues to be one of the fastest growing 
criminal industries. While undeniably a global phenomenon, the U.S. is one of the world’s leading 
human trafficking importers and bears a special responsibility to combat this practice. The U.S. and 
the international community have adopted various treaties and laws to prevent trafficking, but to truly 
understand and combat the issue, they must find the root causes enabling traffickers to exploit its 
millions of victims. 

October 30: Brazil’s Metamorphosis - After economic troubles in the 1990’s, Brazil has risen to 
new global prominence, drawing in more investment, working on global issues ranging from climate 
change to peacekeeping, and even hosting the 2016 Olympics. However, some of Brazil’s trickiest 
problems—deep divisions over how to tackle serious income inequality, weak civic institutions, and 
poor regional leadership—have held it back.

Dr. Isam Sakati  has led the Great Decision Series for more than seven years for LLHHI.  A retired 
physician, he was born in Damascus, Syria, educated at the American University of Beirut in Lebanon and 
Cornell University Medical School.

Four Sessions: 10 AM to 12 Noon, Fridays  • TidePointe (Second right off Point Comfort Road.) 



13Fridays

Fridays
T Modern Romantic Comedies

The timeless formula for the romantic comedy has not changed since  
the genre was introduced in the 1930’s. A seemingly mismatched couple  
find true love . . . eventually.

October 9 -When Harry Met Sally - 1989 starring Billy Crystal and Meg Ryan. 
Laid-back Harry and uptight Sally struggle hilariously to answer the question, 
“Can a man and a woman ever just be friends?”

October 16 - Pretty Woman - 1990 starring Richard Gere and Julia Roberts. In 
this modern take on the Cinderella story, a successful businessman hires  
an “escort” for a few days, never suspecting he’ll fall for her.  

October 23 - Groundhog Day - 1993 starring Bill Murray and Andie MacDowell. 
Cynical TV weatherman Murray relives Groundhog Day over and over and, 
in the process, learns a lot about life and love, trying to woo his skeptical 
producer, Andie MacDowell.

October 30 - Four Weddings and a Funeral - 1994 starring Hugh Grant and 
Andie MacDowell. Against the background of (you guessed it) four weddings 
and a funeral, Grant and MacDowell find each other in spite of her marrying 
someone else along the way.

November 6 - Notting Hill - 1999 starring Hugh Grant and Julia Roberts. Grant 
is a small-book-shop owner in London’s Notting Hill, when who walks in but 
America’s favorite leading lady, Anna Scott (Roberts). There’s no way this could 
work. But it does.

November 13 - Something’s Gotta Give - 2003 starring Jack Nicholson and 
Diane Keaton. A swinger on the cusp of senior citizenship, with a taste for much 
younger women, falls in love with an accomplished playwright closer to his age.

Jim Van Cleave has hosted over a dozen popular movie courses for LLHHI, 
most recently Classic Romantic Comedies of the 30’s, 40’s, and 50’s. He brings 
to the class a lifelong love of cinema and a desire to share his passion with the 
audience.

Six Sessions: 1:30 to 4:00 PM, Fridays
The Seabrook (Off Pope Avenue.)



14 saturdays

saturdays

T The Saturday Series-Local Authors Tell Their Stories
Six talented local authors will discuss their work, what motivates them, techniques 
they use, and how they got their work published. If you ever dreamed of writing 
fiction, history, or your memoirs, you do not want to miss this compelling series.

October 10 - Writing History - Jeff Fulgham’s book The Bluffton Expedition: The 
Burning of Bluffton South Carolina During the Civil War tells the story of the years 
leading up to the Civil War when Bluffton served as a hotbed for secessionist activity.  
The Bluffton Movement was sparked during the fiery political gathering held under 
what is now known as the Secessionist Oak.  The movement generated a dangerous 
whirlwind of political rhetoric that only war and devastation would silence.

Jeff Fulgham is a decorated veteran of the Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts. Jeff is currently 
writing his second history book on the life of Dr. Henry Woodward, South Carolina’s 
first English settler and accomplished explorer. He is Director of the Bluffton Historical 
Preservation Society.

October 17 - It’s Never too Late to Begin - Alice Ross is the author of Lost in the CE, 
Message in the Skye, and The Pictorial Adventure. She trained to be a writer early in 
life, but didn’t write her first book until age fifty-eight. She will discuss a variety of 
writing issues from choosing a title, researching the subject matter, delveloping plot 
and character, and publishing in the new world of e-books. She will convince you it is 
never too late to fulfill your writing dreams.

Alice Ross has B.A.s in Secondary English Education, and News Editorial Journalism and 
an M.A. in Secondary English Education, all from the University of South Carolina. She 
taught English, journalism, and history in Aiken, SC. She has published three books and is 
currently hard at work on a fourth.

October 24: History of a Different Kind - Geoff Partlow has written a fascinating 
book about a little-known tragedy, America’s Deadliest Twister: The Tri-State Tornado of 
1925. This super storm hugged the ground for 219 miles and generated winds in excess 
of 300 miles per hour, killing 695 people.  Drawing on public records, interviews, and 
newspaper archives, Geoff will describe life in the region at that time and the tornado’s 
lasting cultural impact, especially in southern Illinois.

Geoff Partlow is a historian specializing in stories about southern Illinois where he grew 
up.  He is also an expert in nineteenth-century American glass and its industry and has 
performed in many antique roadshows, appraisals, and public lectures.



15saturdays

saturdays

T The Saturday Series-Local Authors Tell Their Stories
October 31 - Your Memories are Your Fodder - James Alexander shares how he 
began to “put pen to paper.” His memories of what he deems to be a wonderful life 
are revealed in Half Way Home from Kinderlou, Forks in the Road, and I Wish You Had 
Been There. He also explains the five W’s that guide his writing: What should I write, 
Who is my target audience, When should I begin, Where will I write, and Where will I 
publish?

James Edward Alexander, while in the service, was an instructor at the prestigious 
Defense Information School. He later worked in the sales and management positions in 
the broadcasting industry. At age fifty-six, following Whittier Law School, he passed the 
California bar and practiced there for a number of years. 

November 7 - The Fun of Just Making Stuff Up - Ken Kerr will reveal the process he 
uses in creating his novels. He will also reveal how he got them published, and the 
basics of marketing a book. He says, “With today’s technology, anyone can get their 
work published!”

Kenneth J. Kerr has published two books, both fiction, one in 2013, Life of a Double Agent 
and one in 2014, The First Madam President (and the dirty bombs).

November 14 -  The Pullman Hilton, by local author Charlie Ryan, is set in 1938 in 
West Virginia during the Great Depression when hobos regularly rode the rails.  Two 
of the hobos restore one of the Pullman cars to its original glory—to the point where 
one says Conrad Hilton, founder of the Hilton Hotels and Resorts, would approve.  As 
the story proceeds, a gang of young people set out to explore an abandoned train car 
yard. From there mystery, and shenanigans ensue.

After a thirty-five year career spanning broadcast news, advertising, public relations, and 
higher education, Charlie Ryan, a native of West Virginia, retired to Hilton Head and is 
currently working on three more books.

Six Sessions- 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, Saturdays

The Cypress, Hilton Head Plantation, 20 Lady Slipper Lane, 
(Use the back gate at the end of Squire Pope Road.)  
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saturdays

T  The Marsh Tacky: A History of South Carolina’s State 
Heritage Horse 
The Marsh Tacky is a unique strain of a Colonial Spanish Horse 
found only in South Carolina. Once a mainstay on South Carolina 
Sea Islands and coastal areas, their numbers rapidly declined as 
tractors, trucks, and machinery replaced horsepower.  Today, 
the Marsh Tacky is one of the most-endangered horse breeds in 
the world.  The Carolina Marsh Tacky Association was formed in 
2007 to preserve the breed and share its history.  

Jackie McFadden is Secretary of the Carolina Marsh Tacky Association and Associate Professor and 
Reference Librarian at Winthrop University in Rock Hill, SC. Jackie and her colleague, Patricia Stafford, are 

researching for a manuscript tracing the history and significance of the Marsh Tacky.

One Session: 1:30 to 3:30 PM, Saturday, November 7

The Coastal Discovery Museum at Honey Horn, (Heading onto the island on 278, turn right on 
Gumtree Road. Going off the island turn left on Gumtree. Take the first right on to Honey Horn Drive.)

T  Common Neurological Diseases of the Aged
Dr. Jill Trumble will discuss the common neurological conditions in patients older than fifty. These 
include stroke, neuropathy, tremor, shingles, and dementia. There will be plenty of time for questions 
and answers. 

Dr. Trumble is a board certified neurologist. She is Director of Outpatient Neurology and Director of 
Movement Disorders at St. Joseph/Candler Hospital. 

One Session: 10 AM to 12 Noon, Saturday, October 3

The Cypress, Hilton Head Plantation, 20 Lady Slipper Lane. 
(Use the back gate at the end of Squire Pope Road.) 

The opinions expressed by our instructors are their own and do not necessarily reflect those of the 
Lifelong Learning of Hilton Head Island organization. We encourage the free expression of all ideas and 

the right of our members and guests to respectfully challenge them.
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Mondays    
_____Feathered Friends
_____Waterway Excursion
_____Automotive Industry
_____Crude Oil
_____Shall We Dance
_____Synchronicity
_____ Ishmael Novel

Tuesdays
_____What We Wore
_____Supreme Court
_____Wall Street
_____Brain Boosters
_____Purple Angel Project

Wednesdays
_____Current Events
_____Iran Hostage Rescue
_____Hilton Head History
_____Archaeological History

Thursdays 
_____Codes & Code Breakers
_____Greenstein Lecture
_____Palmetto Bluff
_____Let’s Get Physical
_____Read & Write Poetry

Fridays
_____Great Decisions
_____Romantic Comedies

Saturdays
_____Local Authors Series
_____Neurological Diseases
_____The Marsh Tacky

Membership in llHHI
Annual Membership Dues: Membership in Lifelong Learning of Hilton Head Island is open to 
anyone, regardless of age or residence, upon payment of $40 in annual dues for each individual. 
Our academic year runs from early October to early April the following year, encompassing two 
semesters—fall, (six weeks) and winter/spring (eight weeks).

Fall Course Registration: The fall registration fee is $45. This allows you to take as many courses as 
you wish. Also, you are welcome to bring a friend one time to any course.

Courses for Fall, 2015 

Check below if any of your information is new!

How to Register for the Fall 2015 Semester 
To register and pay electronically, simply visit our website at  
www.lifelonglearninghhi.org. Click REGISTER ONLINE and fill out the form 
to select courses. You can use PayPal or your own credit card to pay the 
necessary fees. 

To register by mail, check the courses you wish to take from the list on this 
page and mail it to LLHHI, P.O. Box 3074, Hilton Head Island, SC 29928, by 
September 20, 2015. Enclose a check to cover annual dues ($40) and the fall 
registration fee ($45). 

To best insure you get into classes with limited participation, register online.

Name: _________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________

_______________________________________________

Phone # (s): _____________________________________

Email: __________________________________________

We need audio/visual assistants. Training will be provided. 
Membership dues and semester fees will be waived for  
trained volunteers. Are you interested?           YES

$40 Annual Membership Fee  $_______

                    $45 Fall Registration Fee  $_______ 

                   $35 Waterways Excursion  $_______ 

TOTAL $_______

Check here if you would like to be an Instructor’s 
Assistant in a class you are taking. This involves 
simple administrative tasks such as greeting  
students and supervising sign-in.
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In Rememberence 
Lifelong Learning of Hilton Head Island wishes to acknowledge the  

contributions to our organization by the late Harold Hauer. 
Harold was an integral part of LLHHI and will be sorely missed. 

To honor his service, LLHHI has donated five hundred dollars 
 in his name to the Beaufort County Regional Science Fair.
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MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Poetry
Neurological   
Diseases 

Waterways*

Shall We Dance
Ishmael 

What We Wore
Wall Street*

Current Events
 

Greenstein  
Lecture

Great Decisions

Poetry
Romantic Comedy 

Local Authors 
Series

Feathered  
Friends

Shall We Dance
Ishmael 

What We Wore
Wall Street*

Current Events

Iran Hostages 

Codes

Poetry

Great Decisions

Romantic Comedy

Local Authors 
Series

Shall We Dance
Ishmael 

Wall Street*
Supreme Court

Brain Boosters

Current Events

H.H. History

Codes

Get Physical* 
Poetry

Great Decisions

Romantic Comedy

Local Authors 
Series

Crude Oil  Wall Street*
Supreme Court

Purple Angel 

Current Events

H.H. History

Codes

Get Physical* 

Great Decisions

Romantic Comedy

Local Authors 
Series

OCTOBERllHHI Fall 2015 Course Calendar

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Automotive

Ishmael 
Synchronicity 

Supreme Court Current Events

Get Physical* Romantic Comedy

Local Authors 
Series

Marsh Tacky

Automotive

Ishmael 
Synchronicity 

Supreme Court Current Events

Archeology* 

Palmetto Bluff

Get Physical* Romantic Comedy

Local Authors 
Series

Ishmael  

NOVEMBER

Morning Classes - 10 AM - 12 NOON.  *Waterways Begin at 9am, *Wall Street Begins at 11am.

Afternoon Classes  - 1:30 ~ 3:30 Appear in Color. *Lets Get Physical Begins at 3pm,  
Archaeological History Begins at 2:30pm

2 3 4 5 6 7

9 10 11 12 13 14

16 17 18 19 20 21

5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3

26 27 28 29 30 31

19 20 21 22 23 24

12 13 14 15 16 17
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Coming Next Winter/Spring:  The Return of Our Very Popular Offerings…
 Current Events  •  Great Decisions
 Foreign and Cannes Winner Films 

…and we are considering a variety of courses that you will  
find to be interesting and informative, such as…

Twelve Buildings That Transformed America  
How Did the Early Astronomers Figure That Out?

Fraud and Misconduct In Medical Research  •  Great Poems II

LLHHI’s Winter/Spring 2016 catalog is coming together now. You will receive the next catalog in late 
December.  The eight-week semester starts Monday, February 8, and runs through Saturday, April 2, 2016.

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

LLHHI is affiliated  with  
The Elderhostel Institute Network.


